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From: Allegations Allegations Region IlIl
To: Bruce Jorgensen
Date: 6/7/02 1:19PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: AITS items from Bruce Jorgensen

You need to coordinate this with 01. I spoke to Rich Paul and Scott Langan on this issue, and they are
under the impression that blackballing of each company represents a separate issue. They feel rribre
information is needed from the Cl regarding these other company's Involvements In not hiring the Cl and
my understanding Is that 01 plans no further follow up on these issues until one of the divisions (DNMS or
DRS) contacts the Cl.

My opnion is that, while the Cl may content that Exelon is behind the blackballing, that each company is
responsible for its own actions/decisions regarding discrimination, and as such, as should be evaluated
based on the circumstnaces surrounding the denial of employment. We have a simialr case from 1999
regarding Coined and severla of its contactors. We opened different allegation files for each company.

I will wait to hear from you or DRS. The S&L blackballing issue is currently assigne to DRS- please
coordinate with DRs to determine who is handling any new blackballing issues, as well as getting with 01
to determine if they are new. Thanks

>>> Bruce Jorgensen 06/06/02 09:04AM >>>
You make a distinction without a difference. The "blackballing issue" is that Exelon is behind the Cl's
inability to find a job in the nuclear field, because of their power and influence. The Cl now names
additional companies (besides S&L) which did not offer a job. That is not a new allegation, only additional
information In support of the original allegation, as my memo states. 01 is fully capable of considering the
question of how to address additional companies - I don't see the benefit of the technical staff contacting
the Cl for discrimination details. If an ARB is needed to ask 01 to look at all the evidence - so be it.

>>> Allegations Allegations Region III 06/06/02 06:52AM >>>
Please re-review the information. The Cl raises new blackballing issues in her/his hand written letter to
01. While 01 is currently reviewing a blackballing issue (assigned to Jacobson), it relates to Sargent and
Lundy and not the companies the Cl refers to. 01 and EICS reviewed the information and determined
that, while these are new issues, we need more information from the Cl regarding why s/he thinks that
s/he was blackballed. Someone from DNMS or DRS probably needs to contact the Cl to obtain more
information. Thanks

CC: John Jacobson; OAC3; Richard Paul; Scott Langan
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